
Join Rich Wiles and artists Ala Buisir, Gohar 
Dashti and Andrew Jackson, as well as 
journalist & playwright Anan Tello, curator  & 
photographer Ziyah Gafić (VII Academy) and 
Raghad Mardini, founding director of Litehouse 
Gallery, for an international symposium 
inspired by In Which Language Do We Dream?

The event is chaired by Anne McNeill, Director 
of Impressions Gallery and curator of the 
exhibition, and will close with a screening of 
a short film by Ruba and Rami al-Hindawi in 
collaboration with Rich Wiles.

We are familiar with the news headlines and the 
photographic images of the so-called ‘refugee 
crisis’. But what happens after displacement to 

those who are resettled and try to rebuild their 
lives? What about personal stories, and the 
relationships that form between new friends 
and new neighbours? And how do people hold 
on to loved ones and a past life that they had 
to leave behind? In Which Language Do We 
Dream? offers fresh insights into these issues, 
through the photographic perspectives of a 
Syrian family with first-hand experience.

The multi-stranded exhibition presents an 
intimate perspective on the lives of displaced 
people: one in which displaced people 
themselves tell their own stories. Archival family 
photos rescued from Syria will be presented 
alongside contemporary photographs by Rich 
Wiles, new work by the al-Hindawi family, and in 
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How might photography ethically and imaginatively represent 
refugee stories?

How do displaced artists work between cultures and across 
borders?

Can photographs help change the traditional media 
narratives around forced displacement?



particular Ruba al-Hindawi, as well as a specially 
commissioned film of WhatsApp photos sent 
by their extended family members and shared 
across national boundaries.

The al-Hindawi family are refugees from Syria 
who have collaborated with photographer Rich 
Wiles to help shape the exhibition In 
Which Language Do We Dream? In 2012, 
the year after the crisis in Syria began, Rami, 
Ruba and their children Mustapha, Yazan and 
Hanan were forced to flee Homs, the city of 
their home. In Homs they lived alongside their 
large extended family. They fled across the 
closest border into Lebanon, remaining there 
until 2017 when they were offered the chance 
to resettle under the British Government’s 
VPRS scheme. 

Shortly after they arrived, their daughter Rayan 
was born. Most of their surviving family members 
are displaced and spread across several 
countries, although a few remain in Syria today. 
What began as a documentary project by Rich 
Wiles has grown into a significant collaboration. 
With Rich’s support and encouragement, Ruba 
has photographed herself, her husband and her 
children’s daily life as they navigate resettlement 
and integration.

In Which Language Do We Dream? was made 
possible thanks to public funding from the 
National Lottery through Arts Council England. 
The exhibition is a co-created project with 
curator Anne McNeill guiding the photographic 
selection through collaboration and discussion 
with Rich Wiles and the al-Hindawi family. The 
symposium is supported by Counterpoints Arts 
as part of Platforma 6.



2.00pm Welcome from Anne McNeill, Director, Impressions Gallery

2.05pm – Short film: Introduction to In Which Language Do We Dream? 

2.15pm – Provocation by Andrew Jackson, photographer and co-founder of 
ReFramed collective for photographers of colour.

2.30pm Panel 1: Telling stories, amplifying voices

Facilitator: Raghad Mardini, founding director Litehouse Gallery

2.30pm – Rich Wiles, photographer

2.45pm – Anan Tello, writer

3.00pm – Questions

3.15pm Coffee break

3.45pm Panel 2: Changing the narrative

Facilitator: Andrew Jackson, photographer

3.45pm – Ala Buisir, artist

4.00pm – Ziyah Gafić, curator & photographer

4.15pm – Gohar Dashti, artist

4.30pm – Questions

4.45pm – Forum
Closing remarks and presentation of a specially commissioned film of WhatsApp 
photos sent by al-Hindawi family members and shared across national boundaries.

5.15pm – End

Programme



Biographies

The al-Hindawi family

The al-Hindawi family are refugees from Syria who have collaborated with photographer 
Rich Wiles to help shape the exhibition In Which Language Do We Dream?. In 2012, the 
year after the crisis in Syria began, Rami, Ruba and their children Mustapha, Yazan and 
Hanan were forced to flee Homs, the city of their home. Rami had worked as a driver in 
Syria and Ruba had spent some time working in a photographic studio prior to getting 
married. In Homs they lived alongside their large extended family. They fled across the 
closest border into Lebanon, remaining there until 2017 when they were offered the 
chance to resettle under the British Government’s VPRS scheme. Shortly after they 
arrived, their daughter Rayan was born. Most of their surviving family members are 
displaced and spread across several countries, although a few remain in Syria today. 
What began as a documentary project by Rich Wiles has grown into a significant 
collaboration. With Rich’s support and encouragement, Ruba has photographed herself, 
her husband and her children’s daily life as they navigate resettlement and integration.

Gohar Dashti 

Born in Ahvas, Iran, Gohar Dashti received her M.A. in photography from the Art 
University of Tehran in 2005. For the past fifteen years she has been making large 
scale photography with a particular focus on social issues. Fascinated with human-
geographical narratives and their interconnection to her own personal experiences, 
Dashti believes that nature is what connects her to the multiple meanings of ‘home’ 
and ‘displacement’, both as conceptual abstractions, and as concrete realities that 
delineate and contour our existence. Dashti’s works are in the permanent collections 
of the Victoria and Albert Museum, London; the Mori Art Museum, Tokyo; the Museum 
of Fine Arts, Boston; and the Smithsonian Museum, Washington D.C., among others. 
In 2009 she was artist-in-residence with Impressions Gallery in Bradford, as part of 
the Visiting Arts international project 1Mile2.

www.gohardashti.com

Ala Buisir 

Ala Buisir is a documentary photographer currently residing in Ireland with roots in 
Libya. Her work documents the social and political tension around us today. Her aim is 
to raise awareness by presenting events through different perspectives in hopes that it 
may also bring about change. She was selected by Irish Times Magazine for 50 people 
to watch in 2021 and awarded a Redeye Graduate Mentorship with Impressions Gallery 
in 2020. She is currently documenting the Muslim community that has been in Ireland 
for longer than 20 years as part of the Diversity Commission programme by Gallery of 
Photography Ireland.

https://www.alabuisir.com



Andrew Jackson

Andrew Jackson is a photographer, lecturer (University of the Arts London) and writer 
based in Montreal, Canada. He is also on the advisory panel of The Photo Ethics Centre. 
Jackson is a recipient of the month-long Light Work / Autograph ABP (AIR) International 
Photography Residency in Syracuse, New York, and a graduate of the MA Documentary 
photography program at Newport in Wales. In 2018 Jackson was shortlisted for the 
Elliott Erwitt Fellowship and in the past has been a nominee for the Prix Pictet award.
His works interrogate notions of place, belonging and selfhood, within intimate and 
personal interventions and are held in the United Kingdom Government Art Collection. 
Besides other public and private collections of art. These interventions focus on the 
themes of migration, displacement, and collective memory, but also seek to question 
and challenge how photography has traditionally narrated and represented stories of 
the diaspora. 

Jackson is the co-founder and co-director of ReFramed, a UK based organisation which 
creates opportunities for artists from Black, Asian and other racialised communities 
to engage with photography. As a full member of Diversify Photo, he is available for 
commission, and works between the UK and Canada. 

https://www.andrewjackson.photography

Ziyah Gafić

Ziyah Gafić is an award-winning photojournalist and videographer based in Sarajevo 
focusing on societies locked in a perpetual cycle of violence and Muslim communities 
around the world. He covered major stories in over 50 countries including conflicts 
in Chechnya, Palestine, Iraq, Lebanon and Afghanistan. Ziyah’s work received many 
prestigious awards such as multiple awards at World Press Photo, Grand Prix Discovery 
of the Year at Les Rencontres d’Arles, Hasselblad Masters Award, City of Perpignan 
Award for Young Reporters at Visa pour l’Image, Photo District News, Getty Images grant 
for editorial photography, TED fellowship, Prince Claus grant, and Magnum Emergency 
fund grant. His work is regularly published in leading international publications. 
Ziyah authored several monographs including Troubled Islam – short stories from 
troubled societies, Quest for Identity, and the most recent, Heartland. Ziyah is TED 
speaker and Logan fellow, as well as an educator and curator with VII Academy.

https://vii.academy



Raghad Mardini

Raghad Mardini was born in Syria, and initially trained as an engineer, completing a 
BSS in Civil Engineering and Masters in Structural Engineering at Damascus University. 
In 2015 Mardini moved to the UK, where she obtained an MA in Museums, Galleries 
and Contemporary Culture from Westminster University, before establishing Litehouse 
Gallery in 2017. Litehouse Gallery represents and promotes the work of emerging Syrian 
contemporary artists. The gallery aims to create a hub and community for Syrian artists 
in the UK, and encourage new forms of cultural exchange between Syrian and British 
artists. 

Litehouse Gallery evolved from Art Residence Aley (ARA), an NGO founded by Raghad 
Mardini in 2012 in Beirut. Many Syrian artists who had fled to Lebanon were unable to 
continue their practice due to trauma and financial hardship. At ARA they were given 
bed and board for a month, along with space, freedom, and all the materials to enable 
them to make art again.  

Litehouse Gallery continues the work and ethos of the residency by serving displaced 
Syrian artists. 

http://www.litehousegallery.co.uk/

Anne McNeill 

Anne McNeill is an experienced and well-respected curator, with over 25 
years experience. Exhibitions include Facing the Front, unseen wartime fashion 
photographs by Lee Miller (1998), Seven Years (2004) seminal exhibition by Trish 
Morrissey, Cockroach Diaries & other stories (2010), first retrospective of Anna Fox’s 
work, shortlisted for the Deutsche Börse Prize, Lost Languages & other voices, major 
survey of Joy Gregory a key artist emerging from the Black British photography 
movement on the 1980s. Beyond the Border (2014) group exhibition of one of the 
most significant shows of new Scottish photography in a generation. 

Anne is regularly invited to judge international awards, such as the W. Eugene Smith 
Memorial Grant, New York, 2015, and the Krasna Krausz Book Awards 2019. She is the 
editor of numerous publications on photography and currently writing a response to 
Autograph ABP’s commission of Joy Gregory’s work exploring self-care during Covid.

www.impressions-gallery.com



Anan Tello

Anan Tello is a journalist and theater artist from Damascus, Syria. She arrived in the UK 
in 2019 and completed a master’s in Writing for Performance at the University of Leeds. 
She is now starting a master’s in International Journalism. Her creative practice focuses 
primarily on the Syrian identity, the displacement experience, and attitudes towards 
Syrian refugees. She seeks through her practice to shed light on Syria’s cultural blend 
and shatter stereotypes.

http://www.anantello.com/

Rich Wiles

Rich Wiles is a socially-engaged artist and documentary photographer. His practice 
explores social issues of our times, often focussing on notions of ‘home’ and ‘identity’ in 
different contexts. His work has been exhibited in 12 countries, recognised by numerous 
grants and awards including the Palestine Photography Award, and widely published 
in the international media and photographic press including Al Jazeera International, 
Times Educational Supplement, and the BBC. 

Rich Wiles was based in Palestine from 2005 to 2016, including 7 years living and 
working inside Aida refugee camp. His participatory work with the camp’s children led 
to the establishment of ‘Lajee Center Arts & Media Unit’, an award-winning grassroots, 
youth-led, sustainable participatory photography and film project. He also implemented 
participatory work with groups of women in the West Bank and young photographers 
in the Gaza Strip, and has run participatory projects in UK schools. His work has been 
exhibited at Migration Museum, London; Sony World Photography Awards at Somerset 
House, London; Fotomuseum, Antwerp, Belgium; and Amnesty International Human 
Rights Centre, London.

https://www.richwiles.com




